
Appendix A – Documentation of Match Property Eligibility and Value 
 
1. Match Property and Expense Eligibility     
Complete the following to determine property and expense eligibility.  Must answer yes to all questions. 

 
     A. Confirm that the Match Property meets each of the following eligibility criteria  (Circle Response)  

 Yes No Property or property interest was acquired by the applicant between 5/1/15 and 5/1/17 

 Yes No Property is located within the same municipality as the target property (applicant property) 

 Yes No Property yields additional conservation value to the target property  

 Yes No A relationship to the target property can be demonstrated  

 Yes No Conservation restrictions have been placed on the property and are consistent with the purpose 
   of the LCHIP program (a copy of the conservation restrictions may be requested in the future) 

 If any portion of the property value was donated, an affidavit from the landowner indicating    
 the intent for the gift to be used as a match for an LCHIP project application is attached 

     B. Confirm that any Match Property project expenses included meet each of the following eligibility criteria  

 Yes No Expense was necessary to complete the acquisition of the Match Property, and linkage to the  
   permanent protection of the Match Property can be demonstrated 

 Yes No Expense was incurred between 5/1/15 and 05/1/2017 (documentation may be requested) 

 
2. Match Property Value Calculation Worksheet - Complete the Match Property Value Calculation Worksheet  (Excel 
spreadsheet available by contacting LCHIP at 603-224-4113). Print the completed form, and include in all Proposal 
Packages, (include an electronic file with the electronic proposal package). 
 
 
3. Landowner Affidavit   If any portion of the property value to be used as match was donated, attach an affidavit from 
the  Landowner  indicating the intent for the gift to be used as a match for an LCHIP project application. 
 
 
4. Match Property Narrative – On the next page, provide a brief description of the match property.  Include the 
following: 
 

A. Property location, acreage, current land use and owner 
 

B. A description of the natural resource attributes and significance, particularly focusing on the relationship 
between the Match Property and the Target Property. 
 

C. A summary of the conservation restrictions in place on the Match Property, and any public access provisions in 
place (public access is not required on Match Properties) 
 

D. A brief description of any other organizations involved in the conserving the Match Property, their interests and 
roles.  
 

 


